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1

Introduction

1.1

The Environmental Statement

1.1.1

This Environmental Statement (ES) has been prepared as the result of an
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) of the Proposed Development. This ES
has taken account of relevant feedback from the statutory consultation.

1.2

The Applicant

1.2.1

Western Power Distribution (WPD) is the electricity distribution network operator
(DNO) for the Midlands, South West and Wales. WPD delivers electricity to over
7.8 million customers over a 55,500 square kilometres service area, through a
network of 221,000 kilometres of overhead lines (OHL) and underground cables
(UGC), and 185,000 substations. WPD does not generate electricity and nor does
it buy or sell electricity. It is solely concerned with operating the network of
substations, OHL and UGC to distribute electricity to customers.

1.3

Background to the Proposed Development

1.3.1

WPD is submitting an application for a development consent order (DCO) to the
Secretary of State to develop a new electrical connection in Carmarthenshire,
Wales. The Proposed Development would connect the consented wind farm at
Brechfa Forest West, located in the Brechfa Forest, north of Carmarthen. The point
of connection will be on to an existing overhead tower line near Llandyfaelog,
situated approximately 10km south of Carmarthen. From there the electricity will be
routed through the existing OHL network to the WPD substation called Swansea
North, which is interconnected with the National Grid (refer to the location plan in
Figure 1.1, contained in Volume 6.3). From here the electricity will be distributed to
the Swansea and Carmarthen areas or, in periods of low demand, exported to the
National Grid and transmitted to other areas in South Wales.

1.3.2

The developer of the wind farm is RWE Innogy UK Limited (RWE). RWE also have
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consent for a second smaller wind farm at Brechfa Forest East (which has been
considered in the earlier stages of the Brechfa Forest Connection project). This
wind farm received approval from Carmarthenshire County Council in
December 2013 under the Town and Country Planning Act 1990, with the
completion of a Section 106 agreement in October 2014. RWE has however
decided to withdraw that connection from the Proposed Development. The
connection to Brechfa Forest East Wind Farm has therefore not been included in
this statutory consultation. If and when RWE proceed with the connection it will
require a separate DCO application.
1.3.3

The Bryn Llywelyn Wind Farm, which was proposed by Renewable Energy Systems
(RES), was refused planning permission at appeal in May 2014. RES subsequently
withdrew its connection application and the wind farm connection is no longer part
of the Proposed Development, having formed part of the initial stages of the project.

1.3.4

The connection of the Brechfa Forest West wind farm to a connection point near
Llandyfaelog (approximately 28.6km) will require a combination of 132,000 volts
(132kV) overhead line (OHL) supported by wooden poles (approximately 25.3km)
together with sections of underground 132kV cable (approximately 3.3km). The
wooden pole construction is known as Trident, which comprises single wooden pole
interspersed with twin wooden poles. WPD have carried out an extensive series of
studies and consultation as described below. In addition to the new distribution
network apparatus, there will be a need for some modification and upgrading to
existing electrical infrastructure at certain places between Llandyfaelog and the
Swansea North substation. Full details of the Proposed Development are provided
in Chapter 2 of this ES (Volume 6.2).

1.3.5

Following a period of strategic optioneering that identified a preferred connection
option, the Proposed Development has been the subject of studies and consultation
carried out according to a series of stages, which are illustrated in Figure 1.2
(Volume 6.3). These stages have sought to firstly identify and define a study area
followed by broad route corridor options and then route alignment options, each
approximately 300m wide, within the preferred corridor(s). Following selection of
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the preferred route alignment option, a preferred route alignment was derived,
together with a limit of deviation. The preferred alignment comprises a corridor up
to 25m wide for the OHL and 16m wide for underground sections within which the
final OHL alignment, pole locations and underground sections will be located. This
has been used as the basis for the EIA and the study area varies depending on the
topic/issue under consideration, either side of the Proposed Development.
1.3.6

As part of the process for selecting the preferred alignment, sections of the route
alignment options were identified that would result in serious concerns for an OHL.
A ‘serious concern’ was understood to mean an adverse significant landscape
and/or visual impact resulting from an OHL that cannot adequately be mitigated and
is therefore unlikely to be acceptable in planning terms. WPD have therefore
identified the undergrounding of the cable within these sections. Consistent with
National Policy Statement (NPS) EN-51 where there are serious concerns, the
Planning Inspectorate (PINS) will need “… to balance these against other relevant
factors, including the need for the proposed infrastructure, the availability and cost
of alternative sites and routes and methods of installation (including
undergrounding)”.

1.3.7

The preferred alignment includes information on all infrastructure necessary to
construct the connection including, for example, pole locations and types, access
points, cable routing and jointing boxes. Further detailed design and investigation
where needed will confirm the exact pole locations and the actual alignment to be
constructed within the limits of deviation.

1.3.8

A draft version of this ES (the PEI report) was made available during the statutory
Stage 3 consultation on the Proposed Development, which took place from
November 2014 to January 2015. The information provided in the PEI report was
by definition ‘preliminary’ and in line with PINS Advice Note 72, and WPD actively

1

DECC, National Policy Statement for Electricity Networks Infrastructure (EN-5), July 2011.

2

The Planning Inspectorate. Advice note seven: Environmental Impact Assessment: Screening, Scoping and
Preliminary Environmental Information.
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sought comments on this information. As a result both the EIA and project design
were able to take into consideration the comments received through this
consultation.

1.4

Need for EIA

1.4.1

EIA is a process for identifying the likely consequences on the existing biological,
physical and human environment arising from construction, operation, maintenance
and decommissioning of a development.

1.4.2

The EIA process is undertaken to ensure that the environmental effects of certain
types of development proposals are fully investigated, understood and taken into
account in the consenting and authorisation process. Information and feedback
gathered at each stage of consultation (as shown in Figure 1.2, Volume 6.3) has
influenced the project design.

1.4.3

The Proposed Development under the Planning Act (2008) in order for it to be
constructed. Under this Act, the EIA Regulations3 impose procedural requirements
for carrying out EIA for nationally significant infrastructure projects (NSIPs) which
fall to be considered as ‘EIA development’ under the EIA Regulations. Electricity
transmission via overhead line is considered under Schedule 2 of the EIA
Regulations.

1.4.4

PINS Advice Note 7 notes that Schedule 2 projects are only EIA development if the
individual project is likely to have significant effects on the environment, but also
notes that Schedule 2 (of the EIA Regulations) does not include applicable
thresholds and criteria4 and that the European Court of Justice has held that the
projects identified in Schedule 2 should be given a ‘wide scope and broad purpose’.
Accordingly, WPD has, pursuant to Regulation 6(1)(b) issued a formal notification to
PINS/the Secretary of State that WPD proposes to provide an Environmental

3

The Infrastructure Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2009 (N.B. as amended in 2012), SI
2263/2009.
4

Unlike the Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2011.
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Statement in respect of the development.

1.5

Scope of the EIA

1.5.1

An EIA scoping report was submitted to PINS on 30 May 2014 but was
subsequently withdrawn after the connection to the Bryn Llewellyn wind farm was
removed from the project.

1.5.2

A revised EIA scoping report was submitted to PINS on 11 July 2014. PINS and
their statutory consultees responded with a Scoping Opinion on 21 August 2014
(Volume 6.6). Detail on this process and those documents are summarised in
Chapter 6 of this ES, EIA process (Volume 6.2).

1.6

The EIA Team

1.6.1

The EIA was commissioned by WPD and undertaken by a team led by RSK
Environment Limited (RSK). Specialists from RSK undertook all aspects of the EIA
apart from transport and planning (AMEC Foster Wheeler), and cultural heritage
(Stonebow Heritage).

1.6.2

Copper Consultancy have managed the consultation in order to engage and seek
responses from the public, statutory bodies, stakeholders, persons with an interest
in land (PIL's) and other interested parties.

1.7

Structure of the ES

1.7.1

The ES is presented in three main volumes:

1.7.2



Volume 6.2: Environmental Statement



Volume 6.3: Figures to accompany the ES



Volume 6.4: Appendices

A Non-Technical Summary of the ES has been prepared, in English and Welsh, as
a separate document, to facilitate public consultation, and forms Volume 6.1.
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Volume 6.2
1.7.3

Volume 6.2 comprises 20 sections which are structured in the following manner:


Section 1: Introduction – This section introduces the Proposed Development
and explains the underlying objectives of the proposals; describes the
statutory basis for the EIA; and identifies the team responsible for undertaking
and reporting the EIA.



Section 2: The Proposed Development – This section establishes the need for
the Proposed Development; provides a detailed description of the key design
components and characteristics of the Proposed Development and associated
land-take; and outlines the planned timescales for construction and
implementation.



Section 3: Alternatives – This section summarises the main alternatives that
have been considered in the development of a preferred design solution,
including alternative sites/locations, alternative technology solutions,
alternative alignments and the decision to underground certain sections of
OHL.



Section 4: Consultation – This section summarises stakeholder consultation
undertaken during the design evolution of the Proposed Development.



Section 5: Overview of the environmental setting – This section provides a
description of the receiving environment in respect of existing landform;
topography; settlement and transportation patterns; land use; hydrology; and
planning designations associated with land on, and in proximity to, where the
Proposed Development will be located.



Section 6: The environmental assessment process – This section summarises
the scoping process undertaken to establish the scope of the EIA; the adopted
approach to the EIA and format of the individual technical assessments; and
modifications made to the EIA scope which have arisen during the
development and assessment of the Proposed Development.
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Section 7: Planning framework – Summarises the policy context for the
Proposed Development, including any relevant guidance documents.



Sections 8 to 18: Technical assessments – These sections report the findings
of the environmental assessments carried out, and the residual effects on the
environment predicted to occur as a result of implementation of the Proposed
Development.



Section 19: Cumulative effects – This section identifies cumulative effects
arising from the Proposed Development operating in combination with other
consented and planned developments in the locality, and the interactions of
predicted effects on environmental interests.



Section 20: Conclusions and summary of environmental commitments – This
section provides a schedule of the environmental commitments (for instance
design and mitigation measures that are agreed and deliverable) identified in
each technical assessment.

Volume 6.3
1.7.4

Volume 6.3 comprises a series of plans, figures and photographs - referenced in
Volume 6.2 - which illustrate the relationship between the existing environment and
the Proposed Development.
Volume 6.4

1.7.5

Volume 6.4 comprises technical appendices - referred to in Volume 6.2 - containing
detailed reports of the individual environmental assessments and other relevant
supporting documentation.
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